
Morfit®– Adjustable lumbar support for drivers
Upgrade any vehicle seat for perfect ergonomics

Totally adjustable
Morfit uses Interlock Foam™ in its fluid state, to move 
and mould into the space between the driver’s back 
and their seat. Once shaped, a vacuum interlocks the 
foam particles giving a precise, custom fit and firm 
support that holds good posture to make any vehicle 
seat as supportive and comfortable as an ergonomic 
office chair. Once Morfit is set it remembers your 
shape until you choose to re-set it.

Morfit is totally adjustable, is set up quickly and easily
with its strapping system and can be re-set for other
vehicles, from cars, wheelchairs, through to helicopters. 
Morfit fits people of any shape and size and has been
tested in over 200 different vehicle seats.

How Morfit® works

Morfit starts soft and malleable.

The driver leans back against Morfit 
to create an exact imprint of their 
spinal shape.

Morfit’s interlock foam is set firm 
and strong, using a vacuum.

Easy to get the correct support.

Can be reset as many times as you like.

I have five herniated/bulging 
discs in my lower back. This is 
the first lumbar support that 
really works! I’m pain free 
while driving long distances.

Kate

Guaranteed back pain relief
Morfit is an innovative lumbar support that gives
immediate relief from low back pain and also works 
as a long-term preventative measure against future 
backpain. Our backs are made for standing; our spines 
when standing can hold a neutral curve for hours. 
Morfit replicates this posture while driving and offers 
guaranteed back pain relief.

Medically designed
Morfit Original is Osteopath designed, patented and 
medical device certified. Morfit has been proven with 
both trials and real word testing to relieve back pain 
during driving.

Foam-based products are not adjustable and often far 
too thick to fill the narrow gap in our low back. Morfit’s 
design is slim yet strong and supportive; seats are never 
one-size-fits-all but with Morfit, they can be.
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Frequently asked questions
Who is Morfit® for? 
Anyone who has pain or stiffness from sitting 
in a vehicle.

What type of conditions might it be good for? 
Back pain, buttock and thigh pain, disc lesions, sciatica, 
following back surgery.

Where can it be used? 
Cars, vans, trucks, motorhomes, light aircraft, 
helicopters, earthmovers, diggers, cranes, tractors, 
straddle carriers, wheelchairs, racing cars, classic cars, etc.

Can it be used in an office chair or on the sofa? 
Yes, but the specific shape is for vehicle seats.

Can a passenger use it? Yes.

I see it can be used in outdoor machinery, can it tolerate 
the elements, and can it be washed? 
Yes, it can tolerate getting wet, it does not interfere 
with performance and doesn’t fill up with water (a little 
damp maybe). Morfit Electric pump is not weatherproof 
and recommended for indoor use only. 

Yes, the cover can be washed in a washing machine.

Do you need further advice for back pain while driving?
Visit the Back Pain Relief section of our website 
www.morfit.com.au for advice on how to prevent 
and reduce back pain.

Morfit® Electric 

Colour: Onyx black

Pump
Type: Electric – fully automatic 
Function: Program controlled 
Action: Dual – blow and vacuum 
Operation: Single button press

Battery: Rechargeable – Li-ion

Vacuum lock valve: Automatic

Environment: Indoor use only 
CODE: MOE
RRP $199.00

Morfit® Original 
Colour: Onyx black

Pump

Type: Hand operated

Function: Totally manual

Action: Dual – blow and vacuum 

Operation: Two hands required

Battery: None required

Vacuum lock valve: Hand operated

Environment: Weatherproof
CODE: MOM
RRP $159.00




